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Abstract

Phages are known for their genetic modularity. Their genomes are built of independent functional modules12

that evolve separately and combine in various ways, making them astoundingly diverse. Multiple studies have

demonstrated how genome mosaicism emerges in phage populations and facilitates adaptation to their hosts,14

bacteria. However, less is known about the extent of (within-)protein modularity and its impact on viral evolution.

To fill this knowledge gap, here we quantified such modularity by detecting instances of protein mosaicism,16

defined as a homologous fragment between two otherwise unrelated proteins. We used highly sensitive homology

detection to quantify protein mosaicism between pairs of 133,574 representative phage proteins and to understand18

its relationship with functional diversity in phage genomes. We found that diverse functional classes often shared

homologous domains. This phenomenon was often linked to protein modularity, particularly in receptor-binding20

proteins, endolysins and DNA polymerases. We also identified multiple instances of recent diversification via

exchange and gain/loss of domains in receptor-binding proteins, neck passage structures, endolysins and some22

members of the core replication machinery. We argue that the ongoing diversification via shuffling of protein

domains associated with those functions is reflective of co-evolutionary arms race and the resulting diversifying24

selection to overcome multiple bacterial resistance mechanisms.
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Introduction

Phages have been co-evolving with their bacterial hosts for billions of years. This process has led to an2

astounding ubiquity and diversity of the viruses that has only recently become evident thanks to rapid

advancements of genomics and metagenomics1. Such diversity is not only evident at the level of DNA2
4

and RNA3, but also when considering the number of observed phage morphologies and structures1, the

number of known bacterial resistance mechanisms4,5,6 or viral strategies to overcome them7,8. An im-6

portant property of phage genomes that plays a major role in the emergence of genetic and phenotypic

diversity is their modularity. The idea, proposed by Botstein in 1980, is that phages evolve by shuffling8

interchangeable functional modules, and that selection acting on those modules – rather than on entire

genomes – facilitates emergence of new, mosaic genotypes that are advantageous in a given niche9. Mul-10

tiple studies have since demonstrated that genetic mosaicism is ubiquitous in phages and results from

frequent homologous and non-homologous recombination events between different viruses10,11. Gene12

flow can also occur relatively frequently between genetically unrelated phages12. As a result, bacterio-

phage population structure is better represented as a network rather than a phylogenetic tree13,14, where14

modules of functionally related groups of genes have a coherent evolutionary history15,16.

While multiple studies have focused on phage genome modularity and its evolutionary implications,16

relatively less is known about the extent and impact of within-protein modularity (henceforth referred to

as ‘protein modularity’) on phage evolution. There are good reasons to expect that such modularity could18

be extensive. First, we know that some classes of phage proteins have a modular architecture. Very good

examples are receptor-binding proteins (including tail fibres, tail spikes) or endolysins. Not only do these20

proteins exhibit remarkable modularity at both genetic and structural levels17,18 but their modules can

be experimentally shuffled to produce a viable phage virion with a modified host range19,20,21,22. Second,22

previous studies have suggested that structural phage proteins of different functions have evolved to

reuse the same folds for different purpose, recombination being an important genetic mechanisms driving24

such evolution23,24. Finally, studies that looked for the presence of composite genes (fusions of different

gene families) in viral genomes found this phenomenon to be extensive25,16. However, the true extent of26

protein modularity and its relationship to genetic and functional diversity in phages, remains not fully

understood.28

In this study, we aimed to better understand the extent of protein modularity in phages and its
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role in viral evolution. To this end, we analysed over 460,000 phage proteins to detect instances of

‘protein mosaicism’, defined as two non-homologous protein sequences sharing a homologous fragment2

(e.g., domain). We remain agnostic as to the exact nature of the genetic process that might have led to

this observation (e.g., genetic recombination, deletion of the intergenic regions between consecutive genes,4

rearrangement, integration). Using a highly sensitive HMM-HMM approach to compare proteins26, we

detected instances of mosaicism between proteins assigned to various functional classes and inferred their6

domain architecture. We found that, while protein mosaicism is widespread, some functional groups are

associated with a particularly highly mosaic composition, including tail fibres, tail spikes, endolysins and8

DNA polymerases.

Results10

Functional annotation using protein fragments is often ambiguous

To investigate the relationship between protein diversity, function and modularity in bacteriophages, we12

carried out a comprehensive analysis of HMM profiles of representative phage proteins by comparing

their predicted functional annotations, genetic similarity and domain architectures (see Methods and14

Supplementary Figure S1). Briefly, we used mmseqs2 to cluster 462,721 predicted protein sequences

in all bacteriophage genomes downloaded from NCBI RefSeq. The clustering was carried out at 95%16

coverage threshold to ensure that all proteins grouped within a single cluster have an identical or near-

identical domain architecture. We used 133,574 representative protein sequences from the resulting18

clusters to search the UniClust30 database against and converted the resulting alignments into HMM

profiles (henceforth referred to as representative HMM profiles or rHMMs). To assign functions to20

rHMMs, we used hhblits27 to search each rHMM against the PHROGs database28 (to our knowledge

the most accurate mapping to date between diverse phage proteins and manually curated functional22

annotations) complemented with a database of antidefence phage proteins29.

We investigated the robustness of the PHROG functional annotations (which were additionally sim-24

plified to combine closely related biological functions; see Methods and Supplementary Table S1) by

assessing how the HMM-HMM comparison parameters affected both the functional coverage of the data26

(i.e., proportion of representative proteins with any functional hit) and functional uniqueness (i.e., propor-

tion of annotated representative proteins which unique functional hits). We found that pairwise coverage28
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(both query and subject) had a much stronger effect on functional assignment than hit probability or

e-value (see Supplementary Figure S2). Specifically, while changing the coverage threshold from 80% to2

10% (while maintaining high probability threshold of 95%) increased the functional coverage from 19%

to 34%, it also decreased functional uniqueness from 93% to 52% – meaning that at the lowest coverage4

threshold every second rHMM had multiple, different functional assignments. We also found that at

high pairwise coverage threshold ambiguous functional assignment often reflected biological similarity6

(e.g., ‘ribonucleoside reductase’ vs. ‘ribonucleotide reductase’, or ‘transcriptional regulator’ vs. ‘tran-

scriptional activator’; see Supplementary Figure S3). By contrast, at lower sequence coverage thresholds8

co-occurrences between clearly different functions became more and more common and affected the ma-

jority of functions (see Supplementary Figure S3), meaning it was often impossible to confidently assign10

a function based on a fragment of a protein (i.e., partial match to a reference database; here PHROGs).

Considering this, for further analyses we set the probability and pairwise coverage cut-offs for the PHROG12

annotations to 95% and 80%, respectively, while conservatively excluding all rHMMs with hits to more

than a single functional class (see Methods).14
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Figure 1. Diverse protein functions often share homologous domains. Heatmap showing groups of homologous
ECOD domains (H-group names; x-axis) found in proteins assigned to different functional classes (y-axis). A domain was
considered present in a functional class when it was present (i.e., found with a minimum 95% probability and 70% subject
coverage) in at least 5 rHMMs assigned to a given functional class. The colour scale indicates number of rHMMs in which
the domain was found. Only domains found in multiple functional classes (at least 3) are shown. Generic functional
classes (‘tail’ and ‘structural protein’) were excluded from this visualisation. Functional classes are grouped according to
their categories.
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Proteins assigned to different functional classes share homologous domains

Given that for a low pairwise coverage threshold we often found rHMMs to be co-annotated by appar-2

ently distinct functional classes, we hypothesised that these functions contained rHMMs that shared

homologous domains (i.e., protein structural and functional units that have been shown to have emerged4

from a common ancestor). To address this hypothesis, we used the Evolutionary Classification of Pro-

tein Domains (ECOD) database as it provides a comprehensive catalogue of known protein domains and6

their evolutionary relationships30. We then used sensitive HMM-HMM comparison to detect presence

of these domains in rHMMs (see Methodology and Supplementary Figure S1). The ECOD database8

classifies all domains into T-groups (have the same topology, share evolutionary relatedness and struc-

tural homology), H-groups (have different topology but share evolutionary relatedness and structural10

homology) and X-groups (have different topology and no evidence of evolutionary relatedness but share

structural homology). Therefore, we assumed that if two domains belong to different X-groups, they are12

not homologous.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of ECOD domains (H-groups) across different functional classes. (The14

distribution of T-groups across functional classes is also shown in a Supplementary Figure S4.) In line

with previous literature, we found examples of phage proteins with different functions sharing homolo-16

gous domains. These include well known examples of helix-turn-helix domains found in transcriptional

regulator/repressor proteins, integrases, transposases or DNA-binding proteins31; the RIFT-related do-18

mains found in many structural proteins like tail and neck proteins32 but also for example in RNA

polymerases in the form of double-psi barrels33; P-loop domain-related family found in ligases, kinases or20

helicases34,35,36; or the ribonuclease H-like domain family found in many DNA processing enzymes like

Holliday junction resolvases, exonucleases, DNA polymerases or transposases37.22

Cases of homologous domain sharing (i.e., belonging to a single ECOD H-group) between proteins

assigned to different functional classes can be explained in several ways. One explanation is that such24

proteins may actually have the same function (e.g., baseplate and baseplate wedge). Alternatively, ancient

and large domain classes that play an important, biological role (e.g., DNA binding or NTP hydrolysis)26

may have diverged into subfamilies specific for different functions and thus are shared by a wide range of

PHROG classes. Indeed, we found a strongly significant, positive correlation between domain frequency28

(H-groups) and diversity (see Supplementary Figure S5), suggesting that domains that are common in

nature tend to be more diverse.30
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Finally, domain sharing between proteins assigned to different functional classes may be the result of

mosaicism, i.e., the acquisition of specialised domains for different functions. This scenario is additionally2

supported by the observation that distinct H-groups were detected in proteins assigned to the same

functional class. For example, functional classes such as exonucleases, endonucleases, DNA polymerases4

or endolysins each contained as many as 4 distinct H-groups, each found in at least 5 rHMMs (see Figure

1). We thus hypothesised that this distribution is indicative of modularity and ongoing domain shuffling6

in functionally diverse proteins.
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Figure 2. Map of domain mosaicism in phages. (A) Domain mosaicism for any rHMM pair was defined when (i)
both proteins had at least two distinct ECOD domains detected, (ii) both shared a domain assigned to the same ECOD
T-group, and (iii) both additionally contained non-homologous domains (i.e., belonging to different X-groups). (B) Mosaic
network of protein functions. Each node represents a functional class and edges link functional classes where evidence of
domain mosaicism was found between at least four pairs of domain architectures (i.e., unique combinations of ECOD
T-groups which can be thought of structurally-equivalent proteins). Brown edges connect functions where at least one
case of ‘contemporary mosaicism’ was found (i.e., a pair of rHMMs with the percentage identity of a shared fragment 50%
or greater). Node size corresponds to the number of domain architectures in a given functional class. Edge thickness
corresponds to the number of domain architecture pairs with evidence of domain mosaicism. Generic functional classes
(‘tail’ and ‘structural protein’) were excluded from this visualisation. (C) Bar plot shows the odds ratio that a given
domain (ECOD T-group) is found more frequently in mosaic domain architectures than non-mosaic domain architectures.
Only 20 domains with the greatest odds ratio that are statistically significant are shown (Fisher’s exact test; level of
significance was Bonferroni-corrected for multiple testing). Colours denote the most frequent functional category in
rHMMs with the given domain (when at least two categories are the most frequent then the bar is white). For each
domain, corresponding H-group names are provided if different from the T-group name. (D) Same as panel C but here
mosaicism is defined as ‘contemporary’ as for brown edges in panel B.
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Protein modularity is most often linked to replication, lysis and structural

proteins2

To explicitly detect protein modularity in our data, we defined domain mosaicism (see Figure 2A) as a

protein (rHMM) pair with (i) at least two domains (different X-groups) detected in each of them and (ii)4

at least one domain of the same topology (same T-groups) and (iii) at least one other domain of different

structural architectures (different X-groups). This definition thus excluded pairs of proteins where the6

shared domains may have been homologous but belonged to divergent subfamilies specific for different

functions. We found evidence of such domain mosaicism in 45 out of 101 functional classes (assuming at8

least 3 mosaic rHMMs per functional class). Figure 2B shows a map of domain mosaicism visualised as a

network with nodes representing functional classes and edges linking those classes that contained rHMMs10

with evidence of domain mosaicism. We found that functional categories where domain-level mosaicism

was common were DNA/RNA metabolism (e.g., RNA and DNA polymerases, DNA ligases, helicases,12

exo- and endonucleases, DNA binding proteins), transcription regulation, structural tail proteins (tail

fibre, tail spike and baseplate proteins) and endolysins. Three functional classes with the most examples14

of within-class domain mosaicism were DNA polymerases, endolysins and tail spikes.

To examine the relationship between protein function and domain mosaicism independently of assign-16

ment to functional classes, we next investigated which domain architectures are statistically associated

with mosaicsm. To this end, we calculated the odds ratio for each domain (ECOD T-group) to be over-18

represented in proteins with evidence of domain mosaicism. Specifically, we first considered only rHMMs

with significant hits to at least a single domain. Then, for a given domain, we calculated the number of20

all domain architectures (i.e., unique combinations of ECOD T-groups) with and without that domain

and the number of all domain architectures with and without evidence of domain mosiacism. Finally, we22

calculated the odds ratio that this domain is found more frequently in mosaic domain architectures than

non-mosaic domain architectures (see Methods). Results, shown in Figure 2C, are consistent with the24

network in panel B. Domains with the greatest odds ratio of being over-represented in mosaic proteins typ-

ically fall into three categories: (i) domains occurring in proteins associated with DNA/RNA metabolism,26

particularly in DNA polymerases, DNA primases, DNA helicases, exonucleases, ribonucleotide reductases

and Holliday junction resolvases, e.g., P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate hydrolase, Ribonuclease28

H-like, adenylyl and guanylyl cyclase catalytic, toprim or SAM-like domains; (ii) domains occurring in
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endolysins, e.g., lysozyme-like, SAM-like, cysteine proteinases or SH3; and (iii) domains occurring in

receptor-binding proteins, e.g., pectin lysase-like, tail fiber trimerization domain, SGNH hydrolases or2

tail-associated lysozymes and Ig-domains.

The existence of domain-level mosaicism in phages is not a new phenomenon as some functions anal-4

ysed here have been previously linked with mosaic domain architectures38,39. We thus next enquired

which cases of domain mosaicism are ancient (i.e., represent ancestral domain shuffling underlying func-6

tional diversification) and which cases of domain mosaicism are contemporary (i.e., are the result of a

relatively recent emergence of protein modularity). This issue was partially addressed using ECOD T-8

groups instead of H-groups to assign shared domains in protein pairs. However, to investigate this problem

further, we first looked into the sequence similarity distribution of all mosaic pairs of rHMMs and found10

that only 9% of them shared fragments with a percentage identity of 10% or greater. Then, we reanalysed

the data using a definition of ‘contemporary mosaicism’ by requiring that the shared protein fragments12

have an amino-acid percentage identity level of 50% or greater. We found that four of the functional

classes fulfil that criterion (Figure 2B, brown edges): DNA polymerase, tail spikes, endolysins and tail14

fibers. Finally, using the domain-based approach (Figure 2D), we found that domains (ECOD T-groups)

significantly over-represented in proteins showing evidence of contemporary mosaicism are most often16

linked to receptor-binding proteins and baseplate proteins (e.g., putative tailspike protein N-terminal

domain, pectin lyase-like, N-terminal Ig-like domain, head-binding domain of phage P22 tailspike, helical18

linker in baseplate protein) and to endolysins (e.g., LysM domain, SH3, amidase-like, lysozyme-like etc.);

we also found signal to domains that are typically associated with replication proteins (e.g., SSHS domain20

in type II DNA topoisomerase or BRCT domain) or antidefence proteins (ribosomal protein S5 2-like).

Overall, these results show that (i) domain mosaicism is common in phage proteins and associated22

with DNA/RNA replication, lysis and structural proteins, (ii) while most of that mosaicism appears to

be due to ancient domain shuffling or specialisation, we see clear examples of contemporary mosaicism24

particularly in receptor-binding proteins and endolysins, and (iii) there are also rare and intriguing cases

of recently emerged mosaicism associated with other functions.26
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Figure 3. Visualisation of domain architectures for functional classes exhibiting the highest levels of

domain mosaicism. Each line shows one chosen rHMM (abbreviated reprseqXXXXXX) per each domain architecture,
with the number of protein sequences having this domain architecture displayed in bracket, and the ECOD domains
(T-groups) found within that rHMM. Colours denote the ECOD T-groups, with black denoting multiple domains found in
this region and white denoting absence of ECOD hits. ECOD T-groups are in the following format: Xid.Hid.Tid. Only
domain architectures with at least two different T-groups are shown.
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Protein modularity hotspots

To better understand the nature of protein modularity, we next looked into the specific domain archi-2

tectures of the three mosaicism-outliers: DNA polymerase, tail fibre, tail spike and endolysin. We also

developed a Shiny webserver that allows users to interactively look up and visualise domain architectures4

in all functional classes used in this analysis as well as to connect specific domains shared with proteins

of other functions: bognasmug.shinyapps.io/PhageDomainArchitectureLookup.6

DNA polymerase and other replication proteins

As far as individual functional classes are concerned, DNA polymerases are the clear mosaicism outlier8

in the ‘DNA, RNA and nucleotide metabolism’ category. The representative domain architectures of all

of those found in DNA polymerases are shown in Figure 3. For comparison, in Supplementary Figure10

S6 we show an overview of the domain architectures for representative members of all families of DNA

polymerases known to occur in bacterial or viral genomes (A, B, C, X and Y)40,41 detected using HHpred42
12

with ECOD as the database.

Our results point to a few notable observations. First, we have recovered domain architectures of not14

only families A and B, which are well known to occur in phages such as T4 and T7, but also of families

C and Y (c.f., Supplementary Figure S6) which are characteristic of bacteria. Second, we have identified16

other domain architectures that are variants of the above. For example, instead of the four domains

typical of family A (ECOD X-groups 2484, 4970, 4964 and 304), we found rHMMs that contained only18

the first three (2484, 4970, 4964) and two (2484, 4970). Such rHMMs with unusual domain architectures

represented clusters with multiple protein sequences, suggesting multiple occurrences of such architectures20

in the analysed genomes. Finally, the comparison of these domain architectures points to clear cases of

mosaicism, such as the insertion domain of bacteriophage φ29 found alongside the exonuclease (ECOD X-22

group 2484) and/or the finger domain (ECOD X-group 4970). It also highlights that conserved folds found

in DNA polymerases are reused in various combinations, but also in combination with domains present24

in other proteins belonging to the ‘DNA, RNA and nucleotide metabolism’ category (see Supplementary

Figure S7).26
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Receptor-binding proteins and other tail proteins

Receptor-binding proteins, like tail fibers and tail spikes, are often described in the literature as consisting2

of three domains: a conserved N-terminal which binds to the tail structure (e.g., to the baseplate),

a variable and host-dependent C-terminal which binds to the receptor at the bacterial surface, and the4

central domain which contains enzymes (hydrolases) that help the phage penetrate layers of surface sugars

like the capsular polysaccharide43. Our results show clear evidence for the emergence of modularity via6

shuffling of all of these domains (see Figure 3). First, we find N- and C-terminal domains in multiple

arrangements. For example, the C-terminal ‘Alanine racemase-C’ domain (ECOD T-group 1.1.7) is8

found in tail spikes in combination with either the ‘Head-binding domain of phage P22 tailspike protein’

domain (3857.1.1) or with the ‘Putative tailspike protein Orf210 N-terminal’ domain (3856.1.1), providing10

an excellent example of mosaicism. Second, we found co-existence of various enzymatic domains within

the same protein in different combinations. For example, the endosialidase domain was found to co-occur12

with the ‘SGNH hydrolase’ domain (2007.5.1) in a tail fibre protein as well as with the ‘Pectin-lyase

like’ domain (207.2.1) in a tail spike. Finally, some domains present in receptor-binding proteins were14

also found to occur in other functional classes. A good example here is the ‘tail fibre trimerization

domain’ domain (79.1.1) which is also found in baseplate spikes in combination with other domains16

like lysozyme (see also Supplementary Figure S8). Overall, these results suggest that domains found in

receptor-binding proteins can not only be shuffled in different combinations, but that multiple enzymatic18

domains can co-occur in the same protein.

Endolysins20

Endolysins are classically described as having catalytic domains (lysozymes, muramidases, amidases,

endopeptidases, etc.) and/or cell wall-binding domain; and they may be observed in multiple combina-22

tions18. Here we find both types of domains co-occurring in various combinations (see Figure 3). For

example, the catalytic domain Cysteine proteinases (ECOD T-group 219.1.1) is found in combination24

with either SH3 domain (4.1.1) or target recognition domain of zoocin A domain (6062.1.1). Second, we

found the presence of multiple catalytic domains within the same proteins. This includes co-occurrence26

of exopeptidases (2011.1.1) and Cysteine proteinases (219.1.1), or co-occurrence of the spore cortex-lytic

enzyme (3374.1.1) and Hedgehog/DD-peptidase (307.1.1). These domain architectures are in line with28

those previously described for endolysins of mycobacteriophages, where apart from multiple instances
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of co-occurrence between the peptidase-like N-terminal and a cell wall-binding C-terminal there were

also central domains with amidases, glycoside hydrolases and lytic transglycosylases44. Interestingly, a2

domain-based network of this diversity in all lysis genes shows a much more inter-connected network than

for replication and tail proteins, suggesting that the endolysin domains likely co-occur many out of all4

possible combinations (see Supplementary Figure S9).
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Figure 4. Sequence mosaicism. (A) Sequence mosaicism for any rHMM pair was defined as presence of
sequence-based homology in the background of absence of homology using their HMM profiles. First, pairwise coverage
was calculated as the total aligned length using a permissive probability hit threshold of 50%. Mosaicism was claimed
when the aligned fragment (i) constituted a short proportion of the length of both proteins (both query and sequence
coverage ⩽50%), (ii) was detected with high probability (p ⩾95%), (iii) had percentage identity of at least 30% and (iv)
was of length ⩾ 50aa. (B) Number of rHMM families with signal of mosaicism detected by domain alone (opaque) vs. by
domain or sequence (moderate) vs. number of all rHMM families (transparent) in different functional classes. Colours are
equivalent to Figure 2B. Only functional classes with genetic diversity of at least 20 families are shown.
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Sequence-based insight points to extensive mosaicism beyond domain analysis

Our measure of domain mosaicism (c.f., Figure 2A) is a robust approach to detect protein modularity as2

it uses evolutionary information stored in the ECOD database to distinguish the lack of local sequence

similarity due to possible divergence (same X-groups) from that due to lack of common ancestry (different4

X-groups); it also ensures that the units of mosaicism, i.e., domains, are evolutionarily-meaningful as they

can fold independently and hence can be horizontally shuffled. However, this approach has two important6

limitations.

The first limitation is that the domain mosaicism approach relies on the assumption that all functional8

classes have a comparable coverage in the ECOD domain database, which may not be true. Indeed, our

analysis of such coverage (see Supplementary Figure S10) shows that while some functional classes –10

for example those belonging to the ‘DNA/RNA nucleotide metabolism’ – are relatively well annotated

by ECOD, other functional classes (e.g., tail completion, head scaffolding, spanin, holin/anti-holin, nu-12

cleotide kinase or tail length tape measure) seem to be strongly under-represented in domain databases.

An interesting example are tail fibres which rarely exhibit hits to more than a single ECOD domain in14

spite of being known as long and multi-domain proteins. Furthermore, while we saw a strong and signifi-

cant correlation between structural diversity (number of unique domain architectures detected by ECOD16

at the T-group level) and genetic diversity (measured by the number of protein families, where protein

family was defined as a cluster of similar rHMMs; see Methods) in different functional classes, some18

classes – including tail length tape measure protein, membrane proteins, head-tail joining proteins or

ssDNA binding proteins – had a disproportionately low structural diversity compared to genetic diversity20

(see Supplementary Figure S11).

The second limitation of the domain mosaicism approach is that it relies on a highly restrictive22

definition of mosaicism – it requires that each protein in a mosaic pair have two structurally unrelated

domains detected (different X-groups). This requirement might miss many cases of mosaicism where a24

domain is undetected or when mosaicism occurs at the sub-domain level45. To gauge the potential extent

of such bias, we carried out the all-against-all comparison of 134k rHMMs using hhblits27 and investigated26

the relationship between their sequence similarity and coverage of all pairs (see Supplementary Figure

S12). The results show that, while most rHMM pairs align at high coverage, reflecting their likely28

homology over the majority of the sequence length, there is a substantial fraction of pairs that overlap

by a fragment that constitutes a short proportion of their length, indicating possible modularity at the30
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domain or sub-domain level. This relationship was qualitatively identical when we subtracted all rHMM

pairs where we detected domain mosaicism with ECOD, suggesting that the domain mosaicism approach2

may miss potentially interesting cases of protein modularity.

Given the above, we next defined sequence mosaicism when two rHMMs shared detectable similarity4

over less than half of their length but with a percentage identity (in the aligned region) of at least 30%

(see Figure 4A). We then calculated the number of rHMM families with signal of mosaicism detected by6

domain vs. by domain or sequence in different functional classes. Results are shown in Figure 4B. We

saw that, on average, the proportion of rHMM families with the signal of sequence mosaicism in a given8

functional class was greater than the proportion of rHMM families with the signal of domain mosaicism.

This result was in line with our expectations since, as explained above, the sequence mosaicism test is10

the less conservative one. Notably, however, in some functional classes the proportion of families with

the signal of sequence mosaicism alone was disproportionately high. Examples include functional classes12

such as replication initiation protein, endonuclease, DNA binding protein, capsid assembly, endolysin,

tail spike, tail length tape measure, tail fibre, minor tail or transcriptional repression/regulation. This14

suggests that these – and potentially some other – functional classes may harbour an under-explored

reservoir of protein modularity.16
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Figure 5. Protein modularity caught red-handed. Six panels (A-F) show representative examples of recently
emerged protein modularity. (Left) Horizontal lines denote the protein sequence length (abbreviated reprseqXXXXXX) with
dashes every 100aa. Blue shows the region with high genetic similarity and information about the percentage identity of
that region (amino-acid level). Boxes show detected ECOD domains with their ECOD IDs; homologous domains in a pair
have the same colour. (Right). Genomic comparison using clinker46 of the regions where the two proteins were found,
with the corresponding names of the phage and genome coordinates. The upper genome fragment corresponds to the
upper protein, and stars show the location of the two proteins. Only proteins with informative functional hits (NCBI
Genbank) are labelled. Links are drawn between genes with percentage identity of at least 30% across the full length, with
the level of identity represented by the scale at the bottom of the figure.
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Emergence of protein modularity is an ongoing evolutionary process

Our results so far show that domain mosaicism often underlies functional diversity in phages, and that2

its emergence in some functional classes (RBPs, endolysins and potentially other functions) may be con-

temporary. We also found that many functional classes exhibit strong signal of sequence mosaicism that4

is not detected by the ECOD-based analysis. Given these observations, we hypothesised that there may

be cases of recently emerged protein modularity resulting from an ongoing evolution and diversification6

that would only be detected using the sequence mosaicism test. To find putative pairs of functional

classes that might have undergone recent diversification, we created a network of functional classes with8

rHMMs that exhibit a signal of a recent sequence mosaicism (percentage identity ⩾70% and ⩾90%; see

Supplementary Figure S13). While, as expected, multiple links were found between proteins classified as10

tail fibres, tail spikes and endolysins, connections between proteins of other functions were also identified,

including replication proteins, neck proteins and anti-defence proteins. Additionally, almost all of the12

functional classes linked with rHMMs with an ‘unknown’ status, implying that they had a mosaic signal

with a protein the function of which was uncertain.14

To examine whether these cases represented genuine, ongoing emergence of protein modularity and

are not false-positives, we used all levels of information available to us to (pairwise comparison, HHpred16

domain detection, genomic context) to examine dozens of these pairs in detail. As a result, we provide

representative cases of ongoing emergence of protein modularity in six different functional classes: neck18

passage protein, tail fibre, endolysin, ribonucleotide reductase, replication initiation protein and DNA

polymerase (see Figure 5). These examples demonstrate a variety of mechanisms and biological contexts20

in which protein diversification emerges at the domain level.

As shown in Figure 5A, one mechanism that mediates protein diversification is exchange of do-22

mains. This can be best seen using the example of neck passage structure proteins. These proteins

have been previously identified as a diversity hotspot in Lactococcus phages47 and some are known to24

carry carbohydrate-binding domains48. The provided example shows an exchange of a non-homologous

C-terminal receptor-binding domain and pectin lyase-like domain while preserving the near-identical N-26

terminal in two closely related phages. An analogous example are two tail fibre proteins (Figure 5B), found

in closely related Klebsiella phages, with a very similar N-terminal and two, non-homologous receptor-28

binding C-terminal domains – a phenomenon very well known to occur in phages infecting bacteria with

extensive surface polysaccharide diversity17. A similar but converse example are two fragment-sharing30
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endolysins found in two otherwise unrelated genomes of Anoxybacillus and Aeribacillus phages (Figure

5C). The said endolysins contain a highly similar C-terminal (lysozyme) and two unrelated N-terminal2

domains (exopeptidase and amidase).

On the other hand, we observed multiple different mechanisms driving protein diversification in core4

replication proteins. One was domain exchange between ribonucleotide reductases in Lactococcus phages

(Figure 5D). The two closely related genomes both carry a ribonucleotide reductase protein with an6

identical N-terminal domain and unrelated C-terminals: ten stranded beta/alpha barrel domain (ECOD

2500.1.1) and FAD/NAD(P)-binding domain (2003.1.2). Interestingly, one of the genomes has the other8

C-terminal domain in another protein that is located downstream from a genetic island that contains other

ribonucleotide reductases and endoluclease domains. This suggests that diversification of the discussed10

protein was linked to the insertion/deletion of a new domain, possibly together with the mentioned genetic

island.12

Another example of a protein diversification mechanism was found in two replication initiation proteins

present in two closely related genomes of Gordonia phages (Figure 5E). The two proteins share a near-14

identical C-terminal regions but with no detectable ECOD domains hits; they also both have hits to the

winged helix-turn-helix domain (ECOD 101.1.2) but with no detectable similarity at the sequence level.16

While the homolgous N-terminal could potentially be explained by strong diversifying selection, the high

similarity between the two phage genomes (ANI = 97%, coverage = 89%) suggests that the most likely18

explanation is a domain exchange via recombination into its distantly related variant.

Last but not least, we investigated the underlying mechanism of diversification of DNA polymerases.20

Intertestingly, this mechanism is quite different from the ones above and involves shuffling (i.e., gain or

loss) of domains, as shown in Figure 5F. Two proteins, found in related genomes of Bacillus phages,22

share an identical sequence that we identified as a helical bundle in DNA polymerase I. Investigation of

other proteins in the neighbouring genetic region revealed that the two genomes contain the same set of24

DNA polymerase domains at high percentage identity but split into different open reading frames due to

presence and absence of several endonucleases between those domains. This suggests that diversification26

of replication regions, including DNA polymerases, in phages may often occur via gain and loss of domains.
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Discussion

In this study we have systematically analysed the relationship between genetic diversity, functional diver-2

sity and protein modularity in phages using 134k HMM profiles of representative phage proteins (rHMMs)

and comparing them to each other and to the ECOD domain database using a sensitive homology search4

via HMM-HMM comparison. Our results demonstrate that domain conservation in phage proteins is ex-

tensive, often linking proteins with different functions, and that these domains often co-occur in multiple6

combinations. This is consistent with our knowledge of how phages evolve and their remarkable ability

to not only alter their protein sequence through rapid evolution but also to recycle existing folds in novel8

biological contexts23,24,49. Indeed, our findings show that such domain shuffling, that is known to be of-

ten recombination-driven50, not only links different functions but also underlies genetic diversity within10

multiple functional classes, notably related to tail proteins, lysins, and the core replication machinery. It

also shows how emergence of protein modularity is an important mechamism of ongoing diversification12

in phage populations.

Modularity in receptor-binding proteins (tail fibre, tail spike) as well as in endolysins has been exten-14

sively studied before, though to our knowledge it has not been systematically quantified and compared

to other functional classes. Both receptor-binding proteins and lysins can play an important role in16

host range determination51, and previous studies have repeatedly demonstrated their rapid evolution in

face of adaptation to new hosts, particularly in receptor-binding proteins18,52,53. It is therefore not sur-18

prising that these proteins would have evolved a LEGO-like, modular architecture that facilitates rapid

structural alterations to aid viral adaptation. There are nevertheless important differences between the20

two groups in terms of how such modularity has been and continues to be shaped by evolution. While

receptor-binding proteins and endolysins are both specific in that they contain enzymes that recognise22

and hydrolyse specific sugar moieties, the diversity of the sugar repertoire on which they act can be quite

different. Receptor-binding proteins often use surface polysaccharides as the primary receptor, notably24

capsular polysaccharides and LPS, which due to their rapid evolution can often vary considerably, even

between two bacterial isolates of the same lineage54. This means that phages are under selective pres-26

sure to rapidly adapt to new hosts that may bear completely different surface receptors than their close

relatives. A good example is Klebsiella pneumoniae, which is known to often exchange polysaccharide28

synthesis loci with other bacterial lineages55 while its phages are known for not only extensive modu-
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larity of receptor-binding proteins17 but also existence of phages with complex tails with a broad host

spectrum56. In line with this, we found clear evidence of the emergence of recent mosaicism within tail2

fibers and tail spikes.

Endolysins, on the other hand, target the peptidoglycan of their bacterial hosts. While there is a4

considerable diversity of peptidoglycans in bacteria57, its diversity does not vary as dramatically between

different lineages of the same species as it can be the case with surface receptors. Consequently, one6

would expect a weaker diversifying selection acting within phages that infect closely related bacteria and

a stronger one for those phages that infect distantly related hosts. In line with this reasoning, Oechslin and8

colleagues recently found that the fitness costs of endolysin exchange between phages increased for viruses

infecting different bacterial strains or species18. However, they also found evidence of recombination-10

driven exchange of endolysins between virulent phages infecting the same host and the prophages carried

by this host, pointing to the likely importance of recombination in driving the evolution of endolysins.12

This is consistent with the previous reports that domain shuffling is an important driver of endolysin

diversity in Mycobacteriophages44, and with our results showing that emergence of protein modularity14

in endolysins is often a contemporary and ongoing phenomenon.

Another major group for which there was evidence of extensive protein modularity and mosaicism16

were core replication proteins, particularly DNA polymerases. This result may seem counter-intuitive

as core replication proteins are known to contain highly conserved sites due to the very precise way18

in which they process and metabolise DNA/RNA. But the DNA replication machinery is known to

be highly diverse across the tree of life58, including in viruses39, and this diversity is known to have20

been evolving since the existence of the last common universal ancestor (LUCA) with evidence for the

importance of recombination and domain shuffling in this process38. It can be thus expected that the22

much of the protein modularity that we detect in this study is ancient and predates the emergence of

bacteria and phages. However, there are a few arguments to suggest that such mosaicism has been24

emerging, and continuously emerges, during co-evolution between bacteria and phages. First, the scale

of diversity of (and mosaicism in) some core replication proteins, for example DNA polymerases or26

endonucleases, suggests that maintaining such diversity must have been beneficial for phages. Second,

previous studies have reported modularity of DNA polymerases59 as well as plasticity and modularity of28

the DNA replication machinery as a whole60 in T4-like phages. The authors argued that such flexibility

gives these viruses an edge in adapting to their diverse bacterial hosts60. Finally, our data points to30
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clear examples of recently-emerged protein modularity in DNA polymerases, ribonucleotide reductases

and replication initiation proteins. This suggests that core replication proteins continue to evolve in the2

process of bacteria-phage co-evolution.

One possible and potentially important driver of the diversity of core replication proteins in phages4

could be bacterial defence systems. There is a growing body of literature describing bacterial defence

systems that target phage replication machinery to prevent viral infection and their spread in bacterial6

populations. One example is the DarTG toxin that was recently shown to ADP-ribosylate phage DNA to

prevent phage DNA polymerase from replicating viral DNA, and escape mutations in DNA polymerase al-8

lowed the phage to process the modified DNA61. Another example is the Nhi, a bacterial nuclease-helicase

that competes with the phage DNA polymerase for the 3’ end of DNA to prevent phage replication62. A10

recent study by Stokar-Avihail and colleagues systematically investigated molecular mechanisms of phage

escape from 19 different phage-defence systems in bacteria and found that such escape was often linked to12

mutations in core replication proteins including DNA polymerase, DNA primase-helicase, ribonucleotide

reductase or SSB proteins8. The authors speculate that, from the evolutionary point of view, it makes14

sense for the bacterial defences to target essential components of the viral core replication machinery as

an escape mutation would likely induce greater fitness cost for the virus. We thus think that the ob-16

served diversity and mosaicism observed within and between the proteins associated with core nucleotide

metabolism reflects the ongoing co-evolutionary arms race between bacterial phage-defence systems and18

phages co-adapting to new bacterial defences. Given that mutations can often bear a high fitness cost,

recombination of existing folds could be a viable evolutionary mechanism of adaptation to move across20

the steep fitness landscape.

Altogether, our results can be viewed as one approach to identify evolutionary hotspots in phage22

genomes. Bacteria employ a wide range of, often highly genetically diverse, strategies to resist infection

by phages and mobile genetic elements. Variation in how bacteria protect themselves over time, space24

and phylogeny means that no single strategy – or even a combination or strategies – can universally

work for either side63. This is the type of scenario where one expects balancing selection (e.g., negative26

frequency-dependent selection) to maintain diversity of such strategies64, and where genetic innovation

can be evolutionarily favoured65. In line with this thinking, we would thus expect protein modularity,28

and its ongoing emergence, to become associated over time with functions that are essential in overcoming

different bacterial resistance mechanisms that determine host range such as host entry, lysis and evasion30
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of multiple bacterial defence systems. It is also tempting to speculate whether such co-evolutionary

dynamics might have played an important role in evolution of the core replication machinery through2

occasional production of lasting functional innovation.

As mentioned before, each of our two approaches to detect protein modularity has strengths and4

weaknesses. While the domain approach is a robust approach to detect protein modularity, we showed that

it is bound to often miss genuine emergence of modularity (e.g., horizontal swaps of homologous domains,6

sub-domain recombination or domain gain/loss), especially in proteins that are under-represented in

domain databases. On the other hand, while sequence mosaicism is likely to identify these problematic8

cases, it can result in false-positive cases of modularity, for example stemming from highly variable rates

of evolution in different areas of the protein. One good example are tail length tape measure proteins.10

They often exhibited mosaic signal by sequence but we were not able to confirm any genuine cases of

recent emergence of modularity either due to the presence of long and repetitive coiled coil regions or due12

to occurrence of frequent splits of very long, near-identical ORFs into multiple ones. Ideally, the most

robust approach to assess the role of emergence of protein modularity in phage evolution should use all14

three levels of information: sequence, domain and structure.

One important caveat of this work is that our conclusions are bound to be more robust for functions16

assigned to protein clusters which are more diverse and relatively common, like the structural proteins

or core replication proteins. This of course stems from a common problem in studies of horizontal gene18

transfer and genetic recombination in that on the one hand recombination promotes the emergence of

diversity but on the other hand greater diversity provides a stronger signal to detect composite sequences.20

Given the limitations discussed above, it is to be expected that a great reservoir of mosaicism exists beyond

what was reported in this study, namely in (a) proteins of unknown functions, (b) proteins which are22

under-represented in domain databases and (c) in less frequent, accessory proteins that themselves could

have emerged as a result of domain shuffling and diversifying selection acting on the phage pangenome.24

We thus expect that our results are only the tip of the iceberg which is the true extent of protein

modularity in phage populations.26
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Methodology

Data2

We downloaded all complete bacteriophage genomes from NCBI Virus in January 2022 using the following

criteria: virus = bacteriophage, genome completeness = complete, sequence type = RefSeq, yielding 4,5484

complete genomes. We then detected open reading frames in those genomes using the approach based

on MultiPhate266. This resulted in 462,721 predicted protein sequences which were clustered with6

mmseqs267 using the following parameters: minimum sequence identity = 0.3, sensitivity = 7, coverage

= 0.95, yielding 133,624 clusters.8

HMM profile construction

For each of the clusters, a representative protein sequence was taken as the one suggested by mmseqs210

(i.e., sequence with the most alignments above the special or default thresholds with other sequences of

the database and these matched sequences). Of those, 50 included more than 10 unknown characters and12

were thus excluded from further analysis. Each of the remaining 133,574 representative sequences was

then used as a starting point to build a hidden Markov model (HMM) profile for each of the clusters.14

The profile was built by aligning the UniClust30 database68 against each representative sequence with

hhblits with the following parameters: minimum probability = 90%, minimum sequence identity with16

master sequence = 10%, minimum coverage with master sequence = 30%, and other parameters set to

default27. The resulting profiles are referred to as rHMMs (HMM profiles of representative proteins)18

throughout this work. See also Supplementary Figure S1 for a visual outline of the methodology.

All-by-all profile-profile comparison20

All 133,574 rHMMs were compared to each other using hhblits with the following parameters: minimum

probability = 50% and other parameters set to default. Then, for every pair, we calculated query and22

subject coverage as the total number of residues in the aligned sequence regions by the length of the

query and subject sequence, respectively. Unless stated otherwise, only hits with a minimum probability24

of p ⩾ 0.95 were considered. To assign rHMMs into protein families, we did as follows. First, we only

considered all pairs of rHMMs with a pairwise coverage cov = min(qcov,scov) ⩾ 0.8. For each pair, we26

then calculated a weighted score of p× cov, which was used as a weight of a undirected network. Finally,
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we used a Markov clustering algorithm (MCL)69 with an inflation factor --I 2 to cluster rHMMs into

72,078 families.2

Functional annotation

To assign each rHMM into a functional category, we used the Prokaryotic Virus Remote Homologous4

Groups database (PHROGs; version 4)28. Every rHMM was compared with the PHROGs HMM profile

database using hhblits. We used functional classes as defined by PHROGs, but we additionally simplified6

and merged the names referring to closely related biological functions (e.g., RusA-like Holliday junction

resolvase and RuvC-like Holliday junction resolvase became Holliday junction resolvase; Dda-like helicase8

and DnaB-like replicative helicase became DNA helicase; head-tail adaptor Ad1 and head-tail adaptor

Ad2 became adaptor, etc.). The exact mapping of used functional categories onto PHROGs is provided10

in Supplementary Table S1. Only functional classes that (i) were assigned to PHROGs with the total

number of at least 500 sequences and (ii) were found in at least 20 rHMMs were considered (unless stated12

otherwise). Additionally, every rHMM was compared with a database of antidefence proteins29 using

hhblits, and those that had hits to PHROGs and some specific antidefence function were assigned the14

specific antidefense class. Functional classes were assigned as those with hits to a known class at 80%

coverage and 95% probability hit threshold. Finally, rHMMs with hits to more than a single functional16

class were discarded unless they only co-occurred with generic classes like tail or structural protein.

Domain detection18

To detect domains in rHMMs, we used the Evolutionary Classification of Protein Domains30 database

(ECOD, version from 13.01.2022). Each of the 133,574 rHMMs was compared to the HHpred version20

of the ECOD database using hhblits with with a minimum probability of 20% and otherwise default

parameters. Domains were considered as those hits to rHMMs with probability p ⩾ 0.95 and subject22

coverage scov ⩾ 0.7.

Detection of mosaic protein pairs24

To look for potential mosaicism between rHMMs at the domain level (cf., 2A), we searched for pairs of

rHMMs that shared a domain of the same topology (i.e., fold; ECOD T-groups), detected at the 95%26
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probability threshold, while each containing domains that belonged to different ECOD X-groups (i.e.,

there is absence of evidence of homology between these domains at both sequence and structural level).2

To look for potential mosaicism between proteins at the sequence level (cf., Figure 4B), we compared all

rHMMs with each other at the permissive probability threshold of 50% to account for potential distant4

homology between the two sequences. Again, the query and subject coverage were calculated as the total

number of residues in the aligned sequence regions by their respective lengths. The pair of rHMMs was6

considered mosaic if it was found to share a similar genetic fragment (probability p ⩾ 0.95 percentage

identity pid ⩾ 0.3) in the background of the absence of homology at the permissive probability threshold:8

max(scov,qcov) ⩽ 0.5. We only considered rHMM pairs with a minimum aligned fragment length of 50aa.

Odds ratio to be over-represented in proteins with evidence of mosaicism10

Each domain architecture was classified as mosaic (i.e., having evidence of mosaicism) or non-mosaic

(no evidence of mosaicism). Then for each topology (ECOD T group) we calculated the number mosaic

domain architectures including this topology (mt), number of mosaic domain architectures not including

this topology (mnt), number of non-mosaic domain architectures including this topology (nt) and number

of non-mosaic domain architectures not including this topology (nnt). Then the odds ratio was calculated

as:

OR =
mt/mnt

nt/nnt

.

Reproducibility

Code used to generate the data and figures is publicly available at:12

• https://github.com/bioinf-mcb/phage-protein-modularity-data

• https://github.com/bioinf-mcb/phage-protein-modularity-figures14

Mapping table between rHMMs and the NCBI database is available via:

• https://figshare.com/projects/Protein_modularity_in_phages/156350.16

Domain architecture lookup in different functional classes is available at:

• https://bognasmug.shinyapps.io/PhageDomainArchitectureLookup.18

https://github.com/bioinf-mcb/phage-protein-modularity-data
https://github.com/bioinf-mcb/phage-protein-modularity-figures
https://figshare.com/projects/Protein_modularity_in_phages/156350
https://bognasmug.shinyapps.io/PhageDomainArchitectureLookup
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